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REPORT OVERVIEW
The Norwich Business Improvement District (BID) is proposing on a long-term process to develop a
potential Wayfinding System strategy for the city of Norwich. This report documents the background
research for the project and the assessment of the Norwich area. This report is the first phase in a
four-phase programme.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The purpose of this report is to outline the process for the development of a single, unified and
coherent strategy for the city of Norwich to which a number of organisations can sign up to.

The City of Norwich, with its rich heritage and
historical significance, provides a generous
resource to explore and navigate. Norwich City
centre is, for residents and locals, defined by key
areas (The market, The Lanes). The challenge facing
the city is making these defined areas resonate in
different, creative ways that have identity and
meaning for tourists, the wider public and the
customer. Additionally, how these areas engage as
one larger network is essential for successful
navigation of the city.
A wayfinding system works to enable people to
orient themselves within their surroundings, and
navigate safely from place to place. Large city
wayfinding systems are important due to the
complex environments of such areas. Cities such as
Bristol and Aberdeen have recently implemented
unified wayfinding strategies, helping to deliver
benefits to residents, businesses and tourists. In
contrast, the current wayfinding systems in
Norwich are sporadic and fragmented. To the
general public, it can appear as though no obvious,
overarching system is in place as elements have
been added to the system in an ad hoc fashion
over the years. Incorporation of a formal yet
enticing wayfinding system can only help to further
the experience of exploring Norwich.
Wayfinding is more than connecting A to B, it helps
to encompass all elements of urban behaviour,
from orientation to exploration. The benefits of
such systems are wide reaching for visitors and
residents alike.
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The long-term goal
and focus of the
project is to develop
a coherent
wayfinding system
within Norwich, to
improve the current
system in place. The
objective is to
create a high-quality
pedestrian
environment that
promotes a culture
of walking and
exploration across
the city.
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Objectives of the Wayfinding Strategy

WHY NOW?
1. The long-term goal and focus of the project is to
develop and implement a coherent wayfinding
system within Norwich, to supplement and improve
the current system in place. The objective is to
create a high-quality pedestrian environment that
promotes a culture of walking and exploration
across Norwich.
2. The project also looks to improve the tourism
experience within the city of Norwich. The user
experience can only be improved if visitors are able
to effectively find their way to/across key
destinations in the Norwich area. A coherent
wayfinding system would allow for this, whilst also
adding to the vibrancy and unique identity of the
city’s streetscape.
3. Development of a unified wayfinding system aims
to stimulate economic growth within the local area.
More people walking/exploring means potential
greater interaction with local businesses. Such
interaction is likely to help maximise the return on
investment.
4. The project aims to produce an overarching
system that results in a confident, walkable
Norwich. The project envisions a city where parks,
streets and local/historical landmarks are easily
accessible, safe and secure, encouraging people to
walk more often.

Norwich faces many of the
challenges of other major
UK cities, balancing the
need to provide efficient
travel and guidance choice,
with producing public space
that residents and visitors
can enjoy.
The tourism and resident
experience can be enhanced
if visitors can easily find
their way across key
destinations and are able to
join local residents in
efficiently navigating the
streetscape.
With Norwich boasting an
abundance of cultural
institutions, sports venues,
high-end retail sites and a
rich tourism community, it is
essential for the city to have
an extensive, detailed
wayfinding system to
enhance the user
experience.
Additionally, extensive
report in recent years from
private agency Saatchi &
Saatchi further illustrates
the consensus that multiple
organisations feel
wayfinding and signage
improvement is needed in
the city area.
Combine this with the
continued growth in visitor
numbers over the past few
years and it becomes a
timely opportunity to take
the initial steps towards
delivery of this goal.
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Objectives Overview
The benefits of an overarching wayfinding system in Norwich are wide reaching for visitors, residents
and businesses covering public health, economy and the street environment. The objectives of the
scheme and the BID are visually highlighted below.

ENCOURAGE
EXPLORATION,
WANDERING
& DISCOVERY
It’s not only visitors who benefit
from wayfinding. Locals are also
provided with tools to rediscover
and connect with their city, giving
the confidence to “get lost” with
the knowledge that they will find
their way back.

STIMULATE
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

IDENTIFY AND
CONNECT
PLACES

While key landmarks in
Norwich clearly highlight
where you are, the challenge
lies in understanding how the
city’s places connect by foot
and cycling.

IMPROVE
LOCAL
IDENTITY

More people
walking/exploring means
potential greater
interaction with local
businesses. Such
interaction is likely to help
maximise the return on
investment.

A coherent wayfinding system across
the Norwich area will help to
highlight and identify key
historical/cultural sites, aiding to the
unique identity of the city’s
streetscape.
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BUILD
CONFIDENCE
AND TRUST
TO WALK

Physical and psychological
barriers, such as a frequent
overestimation of walk
distances/times often deter
people from walking and
exploring Norwich.
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Benefits of Implementation
Economic Growth and Improved Revenue
Improved wayfinding will have a positive impact on local business. Visitors and tourists in the city will
be informed through the wayfinding system that there are more attractions than they originally
perceived. Therefore, they will potentially visit more places and spend longer periods of time in the
area. Additionally, with a coherent system in place, visitors are more confident to “get lost” along the
city streets and explore more of the area. This will increase pedestrian traffic around local businesses,
retail and entertainment.
Community and Identity
Norwich boasts a rich heritage of historical and cultural sites, as well as many modern areas of interest
and significance. Effective promotion and advertising of such areas through the wayfinding system will
help to encourage people to spend more time locally, creating an improved sense of community and
pride within the area. Furthermore, a consistent system will help to reinforce the identity of local
landmarks and sites of interest. Encouraging people to spend more time locally will have a positive
impact on local businesses.
Pedestrian Safety
Pedestrians have more confidence and self-assurance to walk around the city and are less likely to feel
lost or anxious if a coherent, simple wayfinding system exists in Norwich. Wayfinding can also guide
pedestrians to use recommended routes, helping to reduce high pedestrian congestion and improve
street safety. Overall, the perceived and actual level of pedestrian safety can be enhanced through a
sufficient wayfinding system.
Environmental Effects
A well-designed wayfinding system can encourage people to confidently walk around the city, rather
than drive or take public transport. Such benefits may include reduced greenhouse gas emissions and
air contamination, as well as possible reduced levels of traffic throughout the city.
Urban Effects
Well-designed, attractive wayfinding systems can help to enhance the aesthetics and quality of the
urban city environment. The coherent, modern design of the wayfinding infrastructure will help to
improve the unique identity of Norwich.
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This Study
This project proposes a four-phased approach for the entire programme. Phase one is the current
work being undertaken:
•

Phase One – “Strategy development/understanding: Background research & assessment”:

This phase will focus on on-site observations, including gaps, challenges and opportunities; a brief
review of pedestrian and stakeholder opinions/desires; possible conceptual designs.
•

Phase Two – “Feasibility and potential costing”

This phase will focus on potential system components and their costing; feasibility of project
development/completion and; potential funding options and opportunities.
•

Phase Three – “Pilot Implementation”:

This phase will comprise of design framework, system components, and their possible delivery and
installation within chosen pilot areas across Norwich.
•

Phase Four – “Full Implementation”:

Phase three involves the city-wide implementation of the wayfinding system. The system will be
implemented based on the evaluation of the pilot phase. Any concerns/feedback from stakeholders
and users/investors will be incorporated before full implementation begins.

Implementation Plan
Phase One (Strategy)
Phase one will consist of early ideas/strategies, design parameters, system components and
awareness raising of the project among stakeholders. It will include on-site observation and desktop
research that highlights the gaps, opportunities and challenges facing the project. Key background
research will help to support the case for implementation of a consistent, modern wayfinding system
within the Norwich area.
Phase Two (Feasibility)
Phase two will involve analysis of possible funding, potential designs and costs, and feasibility
evaluation. This phase will support pilot implementation within phase three.
Phase Three (Pilot)
Phase three will include development of system components, with preparation, delivery and
implementation of the system within multiple pilot areas across the city centre. The pilot
implementation will allow for a comprehensive evaluation of the wayfinding system, including on-site
surveys with users. Pilot evaluation will allow for any necessary changes to be made before city-wide
implementation begins (Phase Four). Design activities leading to pilot implementation will include
extensive graphic design, product design, placement consideration and developed system design.
Phase Four (Implementation)
Phase four will consist of the city-wide installation of the new wayfinding system infrastructure on an
“opportunity” basis. This will include any concerns or issues raised from the pilot implementation
(Phase Three). Phase four will also include wayfinding system guidelines to be provided to all
stakeholders/shareholders, ensuring installation is consistent and requires minimal input.
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Table 1. Implementation plan for each phase.

Project Phase
Phase One
Wayfinding Strategy Development

Focus

Technical Approach

Evidence to inform
council/stakeholder’s decision to take
project to phase two.

Assessment made on “best practice
review” of national/worldwide
strategies.

Background work to highlight gaps,
challenges and opportunities.

High level analysis of current wayfinding
strategies in place across Norwich area.
Interviews with local
stakeholders/council.

Phase Two
Assessment of feasibility

Complete mapping of existing systems in
the Norwich area.
Costing evidence gathered to inform
council/stakeholder’s decision to take
project to phase three.
Ideas for implementation.

Phase Three
Detailed design, pilot
implementation and evaluation

Phase Four
Full city-wide implementation

20/06/2017

Review of costings from
nationwide/international projects
Detailed consideration of
investors/partners for the project
Highlighting further opportunities for
funding

Evidence to confirm (or update) the
performance of the pilot against
objectives.
Support a more targeted approach
towards negotiating potential funding
sources.
Evidence to support further/future
expansion of the wayfinding system.

Interviews with potential investors.
Detailed design of the wayfinding
system, with cost analysis being central.
Surveys with users to evaluate the
impact of the pilot installation.
Further interviews with
investors/council/stakeholders to review
current system and highlight lessons
learnt. All can be applied to the system
before full implementation takes part in
stages.
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BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Best Practice Review
A review of nationwide and international wayfinding systems was undertaken to assess well executed
strategies. Review of systems included covering wayfinding strategies, signage elements, and content
and system identity. Such system reviews could then be evaluated and potentially applied to the
Norwich area.
Review highlighted key areas such as London, Bath and Philadelphia where new strategies had been
effectively implemented within the local area. Key features of successful systems included:

•

Simplicity: All well-executed systems maintained a simplistic, easy-to-read format
throughout. The incorporation of colour was often used to effectively categorise and code
districts, boroughs and areas of interest or information types. This efficient use of colour and
categorisation helps to encourage walking and exploration of the area.

•

Continuity: Well-executed systems were successful in implementing design continuity. A
diverse range of fingerposts, totems and “You are Here” signs were installed that all work well
to complement each other and effectively extend the design across the location.

•

Vibrancy: The most successful systems were effective in supplementing the area, rather than
creating an eye-sore. Efficient use of colour, placement and clever design resulted in standout wayfinding elements that harmonise well with their surroundings.

•

Accessibility: All effective systems were designed to be suitable and accessible for all users.
This allows for an improved user experience, giving everyone the confidence to engage with
and explore the local area both during the day and at night.
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A review of nationwide and international wayfinding systems covering signage elements, content,
identity and continuity was undertaken to identify considerations for the Norwich area.
Legible London – UK
The city of London have
effectively designed a consistent
on-street signage system across
all of the London boroughs to
encourage people to walk more.
The simple, easily coordinated
system is effective in breaking
down the complex streets and
boroughs. Additionally, the maps
are not all North-facing, meaning
they are orientated in the
direction that is straight ahead.
Bath – UK
Bath have achieved a simplistic,
yet enticing wayfinding system
that encourages exploration. The
contemporary
design
sits
harmoniously within the city,
adding to its unique identity.
Walk!Philadelphia – USA
The Walk!Philadelphia project is
the largest comprehensive
pedestrian wayfinding system in
North America.
The district approach helps to
colour-code districts. This allows
visitors to quickly orient
themselves in the City. Key
landmarks
and
significant
cultural and commercial areas
are shown and a “You Are Here”
star indicates the centre of a 10minute walking radius that helps
users
determine
walking
distance to destinations.
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Bogota – Colombia
Bogota’s
pedestrian
and
vehicular
signage
system
enhances the local area, whilst
also using colour in an effective
way. The system has helped to
enhance the national and
international tourist experience.

Legible Bristol – UK
Bristol’s “Legible City” project
was implemented to improve
people’s understanding and
experience of the city through
the implementation of identity,
information and transportation
projects. Bristol Legible City
projects include direction signs,
on street information panels
with city and area maps, printed
walking
maps,
visitor
information identity and arts
projects.
These
projects
communicate with the city
consistently and effectively to
visitors and residents alike.
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Alternative Strategies
In contrast to an overarching wayfinding system, there are multiple advertising and branding
techniques that could be implemented in the Norwich area to improve navigation and local identity.
All techniques can be effective in promoting the city.

Typography – A great example of physical branding is
the “I Am Amsterdam” slogan featured in the city
centre. An effective branding tool and a big draw for
tourist and shoppers.

Any technique would benefit from
inclusion of an online system.
Mobile-friendly wayfinding and
advertising can help to engage with
a wider proportion of individuals
and work well as a marketing
strategy
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The “Stand Tall” Legacy project,
adopted by Colchester Zoo helped to
promote the city and the zoo’s 50th
anniversary. The event saw 100
sculptures sited all over Colchester and
the UK. This innovative project was
successful in increasing tourism to the
local area.
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Existing Systems Mapping
An extensive audit of the curent wayfinding system in Norwich was carried out. This allowed for
detailed mapping of the area, highlighting key gaps and issues.

Totem boards (alternative designs)
Design 1.(interpretation board)
•

St. Georges Street – Located next to the bridge

Design 2.(interpretation board)
•

Haymkarket – Located between Next and
Primark

Design 3.(wayfinding totem)
•
•

St. Andrew Street – Opposite Exchange Street
Castle Meadow – Located near Castle entrance
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Totem boards/wall mounted signs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theatre Street/Rampant Horse Street – Located by 2
Millenium Plain
Millenium Plain – Located by St. Peter Mancroft Church.
Bethel Street – Located by entrance to City Hall
Surrey Street – Located opposite Aviva building.
Orford Hill – Located next to Santander
Timber Hill
Timber Hill – Located next to/against St. John the Baptist
Church
Unthank Road – Located outside of Temple Bar
Wensum Street – Located by St Simon & St Jude

Chapelfield Signs
•
•
•
•
•

Brigg Street – Located in between Debenhams and Clarks
Rampant Horse Street – Located between M&S and St.
Stephen’s Church
Chantry Road – Located near Chapelfield entrance.
Coburg Street – Located near Chapelfield rear entrance.
St. Stephens Street – Located near Chapelfield entrance.

Tourist information Sites
•
•

Millenium Plain – Located by St. Peter Mancroft Church.
Tombland – Near the Tombland bookshop (wallmounted)
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Fingerposts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St. John Maddermarket
St Gregory’s Alley
Pottergate – Located next to The Birdcage
St. Andrew’s Street – Located near St Andrews Hall
London Street – The OPEN entrance
London Street – Located next to the NatWest building
London Street – Market entrance
Gentleman’s Walk – Located in between market stand E and
Lloyds bank
Theatre Street/Rampant Horse Street – Located by 2 Millenium
Plain and Cotswold
Rampant Horse Street – Located by Debenhams
St. Stephens Street – Located by M&S main entrance.
All Saints Street – Located next to St. John the Baptist Church
Farmers Avenue – Located next to the Bell Hotel
Castle Meadow – Located at the top of Davey Place. Opposite the castle.
St. Giles Street – Located near St Giles car park. Next to Police station vehicle
entrance
Guildhall Hill – Located next to the Guildhall
St. Peters Street – Located Opposite the City Hall
Queen Street – Located opposite All Bar One.
Bank Plain – Located next to The OPEN. Opposite Be at One
Farmers Avenue
Prince of Wales Road – Located next to Piccolos
King Street – Near petrol station and traffic lights
King Street – Located next to King’s Community Church
King Street – Located opposite the Writers’ Centre
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Disorganisation

Site Analysis
Disorganisation

Lack of Identity

The wayfinding system
across Norwich does not
work well. There is a lack
of coherency and
consistency between
designs, placement is
sporadic and many signs
are in need of repair. With
the lack of conformity
between sign design, the
Norwich area feels
disorganised.
Lack of Identity
Norwich boasts a rich
heritage, with various
historical and cultural sites
and an abundance of
tourist opportunities.
However, the disorganised
and fragmented network
of signage across Norwich
creates confusion and a
lack of identity for the city.

Maze-Like Structure
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Maze-like Structure
The city centre is a rich
and complex environment,
with many intricate lanes
and streets to explore. The
lack of an overarching
wayfinding network
hinders “free-flowing”,
confident travel across the
city.
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Existing Systems Assessment
Norwich has an abundance of formal and informal signage and information systems. The multitude of
road signs, fingerposts, totems and interactive signage all contribute to people’s understanding of the
city. However, the lack of coherence and consistency means that the current systems have a reduced
level of effectiveness.

Fingerposts
Fingerpost information is displayed in a simple
white text, on a dark grey background. The
design of the fingerposts in Norwich appear to
sink into the background of their environment.
Additionally, the height of such features is
impractical for some users. Although this style of
structure is simplistic and easy to maintain, the
build-up of dirt and rust is a common feature on
many across the Norwich area. Several signs also
advertise areas/locations that have now
changed names. Additionally, there is no
indication of walk time on any of the signs (see
Appendix. Audit).
Tourist Information Sites
The tourist information points across the
Norwich city area are sporadic and fit no logical
system of implementation. They are positioned
in ineffective locations, easily missed by
pedestrians and tourists. Additionally, unless
individuals are familiar with the area, the broad
city maps can easily hinder rather than aid
pedestrians.
Poor use of colour, font and content highlight
why such systems would benefit from being
updated. Many similar sites are suffering from
damage to their protective coverings, with
visible fading on the content underneath also.
The build-up of dirt only acts to deter individuals
from using these sites. These signs feel very
outdated.
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Norwich Discovery Boards
The discovery boards, although interpretive and full
of historical information, are outdated and faded.
The metal framing that encases the board is rusted
and dirty. A prime example is the boards positioned
near the market area. The design is impractical and
fails to engage with its environment effectively.
Additionally, the content of information is
presented in an outdated format that does not
encourage people to interact with it. The map
presented on the reverse side of such boards is also
outdated, fading and fairly difficult to interpret if
you do not have a good understanding of the city
layout.

Information Totems
A key issue with the information totems across the Norwich area
is the lack of coherence between all systems. The boards around
the Chapelfield area utilise the black, white and orange colours
of the “intu Chapelfield” logo. Some are paired with directional
information as well as history on the local area. In contrast, many
more totems around Norwich make use of dark grey, steel or iron
structures, with white snd cream colours.
This disparity between the designs can create confusion, with no
clear overarching system or network of signs for users to engage
with. Another clear issue is the use of maps on such wayfinding
strategies. As already highlighted, the maps are often difficult to
interpret for users. The use of similar shades of colour to code
different areas only adds to the confusion and difficulty of
engaging with such systems and navigating the local area. Much
of the printed information is presented at waist level or below.
Volume of information should be simplified and full information should be made available online or
as downloadable/app content in free wifi areas. Many of these totems have a powerr supply and a
built-in “Bluetooth” system for downloads, which no longer work. This could be adapted to supply
free city wifi.
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Existing Systems - Gaps
Extensive site visits and observation of the current systems in the Norwich area identified several key
gaps in the wayfinding system(s) in place. Such gaps and concerns are highlighted below in the four
categories.
CONTINUITY
The current wayfinding systems in Norwich
are sporadic and fragmented. There appears
to be no obvious, coherent system or
network in place. Systems appear to overlap,
without any clear pattern or logic behind
placement and orientation.
ACCESSIBILITY
Most information systems have considerable
room for improvement when it comes to
physical and cognitive accessibility.
Location, height, reading angle and content
often compromise the ability of signs to be
read. This often cuts off a large portion of
individuals who benefit from other means of
receiving information.

CONNECTIVITY
Many of Norwich’s wayfinding systems do
not connect with adjacent areas or other
styles of wayfinding in the area.
The majority of systems deliver point-specific
information and fail to link the surrounding
area, meaning no clear network is created
between the systems. This means people
often struggle to explore the city in a
confident and clever manner.

Additionally, information is predominantly
visual/text and largely unavailable in
alternative formats or in online content,
something that would effectively engage with
a wider population. All systems lack lighting in
the evening, meaning they are redundant for
those who use the city in the evening.

Some systems do utilise contextual
information about the area, but it is often
hard to find due to placement or direction of
the systems.
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Existing Systems – Opportunities
The nature of the city’s layout, combined with its rich heritage and historical significance, provides a
generous resource to explore and incorporate in a formal wayfinding system. Development of an
enticing wayfinding system can only help to further the experience of exploring Norwich.
Statement Buildings
Norwich city has many historical and cultural sites, with
bold, traditional architectural features that are instantly
recognisable as local reference points. Incorporating
such buildings and landmarks into the wayfinding
system is an easy way to encourage tourists/residents to
explore the area, whilst also helping to simplify any
routes that appear confusing or intimidating.
Additionally, incorporating such statement buildings
into an overarching system will support economic
growth, with more people passing through around local
businesses, retail and entertainment sites.
Street Names
Street names and signs are often the initial tool that
individuals use to navigate the city area. Many streets in
Norwich hold historical value such as London Street, the
first pedestrianised street in the UK. Improving street
labelling and direction will encourage individuals to
confidently find and explore such areas of significance.
Central Retail Locations
Norwich boast an impressive selection of shopping
options, with Chapelfield housing many well-known
designer brands. Furthermore, high-end stores such as
Windsor Bishop on London Street, combined with the
enticing market stands, make for a pleasant shopping
experience. However, the lack of an overarching
wayfinding system within the Norwich area means that
such areas are often cut-off from one another, with no
clear network in place. Additionally, due to the lack of a
comprehensive directional system around the train
station, there is the possibility for tourists to bypass such
areas due to lack of knowledge, therefore removing
potential economic growth. Incorporating a city-wide
wayfinding system will help to develop a coherent
directional network, encouraging exploration of such
areas and increasing pedestrian traffic around key
business and retail sites.
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3 DISTINCTIVE “QUARTERS”
There are distinct quarters within the city that appeal to different demographics throughout the
daytime and evening. To develop a stronger daytime, early evening and night time economy the town
centre needs an enhanced sense of unity, with navigation from one “quarter” to the next being clear
and free-flowing.

Norwich City centre is, for residents and locals, defined by key areas (Market place; The Lanes). The
challenge facing the city is making these defined areas resonate in different, creative ways that have
identity and meaning for tourists, the wider public and the customer. Additionally, how these areas
engage as one larger network is essential for successful navigation of the city. The Norwich Lanes were
successful in developing a strong brand and sense of identity for the area, being voted Great British
High Street of the year in 2014. Such success highlights that the potential for development of identity
and branding does exist within the Norwich area.
Although such areas across Norwich are very well know, it is hard to understand how their location
and individual identity are made clear both on the ground through signage and advertising, and online
through social media. Additionally, there is a sense of segregation across Norwich, with the lack of an
overarching directional system resulting in the absence of free-flowing movement from one area to
another.
Norwich boasts a vast array of activities and premises such as public houses, theatres, cinemas,
restaurants and nightclubs, as well as independent food stalls selling hot food and drink into the late
evening. Active promotion of these areas is essential for positive advertising and reinforcement of the
diverse nature of Norwich city centre.
Development of a unified wayfinding system that advertises and actively promotes the local area
could be positive in improving footfall across the city and increasing revenue.
It is possible that the implementation of an extensive wayfinding system could be incorporated into a
larger scale management and marketing project, to promote day and night time business and improve
revenue. The foundations and background research of the current proposal may efficiently help to
support any future marketing, branding and place-identity initiatives in Norwich.
Norwich is also home to many evening activities and programmes, such as the “Head Out, Not Home”
campaign that aims to engage with the public and increase the number of individuals within the city
during the early evening hours. By effectively advertising and promoting the city through an
overarching wayfinding system, Norwich can expect to see growth within its evening and night time
economy.
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ENTE Problems and Solutions
A visual representation of how overarching wayfinding systems and techniques can benefit the ENTE
is displayed below.

Sequence of
Challenges…

Town centre offer is
complex, subtle and varied

Break down the town centre
into easily navigable
districts. This helps to create
identity for each area

This complexity is not fully
understood by users, tourists
and the general public

By breaking the city into
districts, areas can be
tackled/developed in a
quicker, more affordable and
precise way

Poor representation of one
localised area often affects the
whole town centre

Develop strong positivity
through improved identity and
associated "story telling" of
the area (inclusion of
wayfinding techniques to
develop identity and story)

Good news stories are lost and
district representation
influences customers choice

Defining narrative is then
reinforced with development
of stores/bars/attracions in
that area.

… And proposed
solutions.
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3 CONSULTATION
A number of outreach activities and events were held with stakeholders and the general public to gain
local insight and build support for the project.
Public Survey
Interviews were undertaken with a broad range of individuals from the local community including:
residents, businesses, pedestrians. The objective of this task was to identify early issues, concerns and
opportunities that the public felt needed addressing. The interviews also helped to build a relationship
with stakeholders, in an attempt to raise awareness and support for the wayfinding project.
Highlighted below are some of the key findings from the interviews, with direct quotes from
participants:

“We need a map that
everyone can
recognise and build
on”

“Boards and signs are little
help if you don’t know the
area well…”

“Wayfinding should work
for all… use more
images”

“The system needs to
consider all modes of
transport”

KEY SUMMARY
“Not all minor sites of interest
are signposted well for
individuals”

The feedback from public
interviews highlighted key
topics of interest:

“…signage should be
improved around
shopping sites”

Consistency – the current
system is too sporadic and
hard to grasp if you do not
know the area well.

“…unless you understand the
area then it can be really
difficult to get around…the
cityscape is confusing”

Connectivity – Not all sites
of interest are highlighted.
The system does not flow
across the whole
streetscape.

“Technology should be
embraced more…Wi-Fi,
apps…it would really help
the city”

Modal transition – Greater
consideration of other
modes of transportation is
necessary in the system.
Online support – Greater
engagement with a digital
strategy is desired by many.
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Public Survey – Data Output
Highlighted below is the data from the interviews with local residents and pedestrians. A brief sample
of 30 people highlighted below.

Individuals were asked to rate how successful they felt the following wayfinding elements were in
helping people navigate across the Norwich area:

Fingerposts

Landmarks

Participants were then asked whether or not they felt the Norwich area would benefit from an
updated wayfinding system. The findings were:
 Yes – 86%
 No – 14%
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Summary of Feedback about Design
Participants were asked to give their opinions about the current wayfinding system(s) in the Norwich
area. The key comments are highlighted below:

More detail is needed in wayfinding maps – Participants generally felt that it was important to include
more detail on the maps, given that Norwich has such a rich and complex environment. Current maps
are fairly tough to understand if you’re not familiar with the Norwich area. Additionally, the maps
remain the same regardless of where you are within the city, or where you are facing.
Maps and totems need to consider accessibility – Several people suggested that the current maps
need to be altered to support those who are visually impaired or those who need additional support.
Changes include altering fonts and colours that are suited to all users.
Signage should include lighting – Many people suggested that the wayfinding systems lack lighting
and visibility in the evenings. They felt lighting would help to improve accessibility and usage.
Maps should further identify other wayfinding or transportation system – Participants felt that it
was important for maps to help people identify where they could find more information about the
area, as well as information on other travel routes. This would help to encourage exploration of the
city.
Engage with digital options – Many participants felt wayfinding systems could benefit from engaging
with technology more. The current systems offer very little.
Greater contrast is needed – People suggested that the wayfinding systems are often hidden in the
background. They felt that increasing contrast would help people quickly find and engage with the
area.
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5 DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The design framework is organised around five key themes: consistency, inclusivity, sustainability,
transition and local identity.
The design framework is a summary of those elements that need to be considered throughout the
detailed design and implementation process to guarantee system delivery is consistent with the
strategy vision. This framework will act as a design brief for Phase Three.

Consistency

Inclusivity

Sustainability

Transition

Local Identity

•Consistency of
content and
presentation is
fundamental
for effective
wayfinding

•The system
must cater to
the needs of all
users

•Consideration
of full life cycle
costing and
adaptability to
change

•Connecting
places to
effectively
enable people
to confidently
move from one
system/area to
another

•Celebrating
and promoting
the city and its
districs.
•Promoting
community
participation
and input
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Consistency
Consistency of content and presentation is fundamental for effective wayfinding.

Conventions
Use universally legible and accessible map conventions:

Positioning
A strategy for locating and positioning signs throughout the city:

20/06/2017
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Inclusivity
The system must cater to the needs of all users.

Accessibility

Contrast

All signage within in the wayfinding system
should be located and positioned so that it can
be accessed by all users. All information should
be located at an appropriate height for those
standing and for those using a wheelchair.
Consider alternative media/materials for a
range of groups: elderly, visually impaired, nonEnglish speakers.

All sign content should contrast against the
background to guarantee consistent
legibility. Materials should be specified to
avoid glare and reflection. All signage
should standout in its environment but not
in a way that creates an eyesore

Technology

Route Access

Mobile applications should be considered when
implementing a city-wide system. Signage
structure could include Wi-Fi and location based
services in a bid to engage with more users.
Incorporation of content from the BID and Visit
Norwich could be included to increase exposure.

Consider alternative media/materials for a
range of groups: elderly, visually impaired,
non-English speakers. Full implementation
should allow for consistent route access
for all users.
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Sustainability
Consideration of full life cycle costing and adaptability to change.

Flexibility
System design framework should allow for the inclusion of wayfinding information within existing
systems. Inclusion will allow for greater coherence across the Norwich area. Permanent content
should not include information likely to change, and should be cost-effective to update in the shortterm. If information is likely to change, inclusion on online/digital media would be more appropriate.

Reduce Clutter
Obsolete structures in the public right-of-way should be removed and physical and or visual
obstructions avoided. Where appropriate/possible, re-use or adapt existing elements to incorporate
wayfinding information related to the new system. Incorporating current systems with the new one
will reduce clutter and stop overloading users with too much information.

Future-Proof
Signage design should be low-maintenance and durable, increasing cost-effectiveness of the system.
Increased durability will result in increased lifespan of the system. Features such as tamper proof
fixings and durable structure material should be considered for use throughout the system.
Implementation of such features reduces risk of damage.

Regulation
Implementation should be supported with a clear set of design rules and conventions. This will allow
for any necessary changes or repairs to fit in with the wider system guidelines. Consistent regulation
guarantees that systems are not incorrectly maintained, repaired or replaced.

20/06/2017
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Transition
Connecting places to effectively enable people to confidently move from one system/area to another.

Fill the Gaps
Reconnect places and deconstruct artificial boundaries through public realm improvements. Providing
information about how to navigate and negotiate unclear connection routes is essential in helping
people transition from one area to the next. Filling any current gaps in the wayfinding systems helps
to avoid creating perceptual boundaries of the city districts.

Reciprocity
Integrate current systems and elements in place to ensure smooth transition throughout the city.
Integration also helps to develop a cost-effective system that makes use of the current elements in
the Norwich area.

Route Legibility
Support the wayfinding system through cost-reducing elements such as street lighting, pavement
treatments and other urban design features. Making use of the route space not only improves legibility
and transition through Norwich, but also helps to reduce costing by using current features already in
place.

Multi-Modal
Include relevant information about other transport routes (e.g. bus stations, train stations, taxi ranks).
Where possible, identify key entry points to destinations. Naming and labelling of areas must remain
consistent across all formats of the wayfinding system. Additionally, formatting must be compatible
with the existing systems in place, helping to reduce confusion.
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Local Identity
Celebrating and promoting the city and its districts. Promoting community participation and input

Historic Names
Make use of the rich heritage in Norwich. Adopt existing and use historical names where possible on
signage to encourage exploration. Promotion of these historical sites will increase footfall around key
Norwich attractions and sites of interest.

Local Character
Enhance the sense of place by allowing local community members, local businesses and stakeholders
to play an active role in the design of the system. Allowing public engagement will increase support
for the development of a city-wide system implementation.

Landmarks
Celebrate and promote distinctive buildings, public places, landmarks and sites of interest across the
city. Doing so will increase pedestrian traffic around business, retail sites and entertainment sites. This
increase in footfall around key areas may help to improve economic growth in the area, with more
people engaging with local business and retail sites across the wider Norwich area.
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6 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
On review of the Norwich area, it is clear that the city offers a vast array of cultural, historical and
social opportunities to the public. However, with the lack of a consistent overarching system, key
quarters within the city aren’t effectively promoted to the consumer. Adoption of a city-wide
wayfinding system will efficiently advertise significant areas of Norwich, whilst creating and promoting
free-flowing, confident travel across the city.
Recommendations
This report highlights necessary changes and developments that should take place over a long-term
period. To proceed to Phase Three of the wayfinding system strategy, the report suggests undertaking
the following actions:


Develop key principles: When considering wayfinding, key principles and elements
need to remain consistent across the whole system. The Norwich area, as highlighted,
has a sporadic system with signage produced in an ad hoc fashion. To ensure
consistency and easy usage of the system, key principles will need to be developed.
Principles such as:
o Font and style of text
o Consistent maps
o Colours and design
o Language, grammar and definition of elements.
o Promote identified, coded city “quarters”.



Short-term changes: On review, many of the wayfinding systems are outdated. Shortterm, cost-effective changes should be made to these signs. For example, updating
and replacing any broken, faded or damaged sign content. Many signs have
replaceable fronts and coverings. By changing simple elements now, greater
consistency can be developed in the wayfinding system.
Further Consultation: Consulting with stakeholders and project partners is essential
to form the basis for design features in Phase Three. Consultation will help engage the
local community and put forward their beliefs and opinions for the new system
designs.
Update and Consolidate: The current system is sporadic, fragmented and lacks
consistency. City-wide changes and updates to maps and sign content is necessary.
Updates include:





o

o
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Map content: The current North-facing maps on totem boards should be
changed to heads-up orientation. This allows for users to easily navigate the
city and travel confidently. Maps should be updated in keeping with the new
wayfinding strategy.
Map design: The city centre is a very rich and complex environment. This can
be hard to understand and navigate if you’re not familiar with the area.
Simplifying and down-scaling the maps on wayfinding totems would remove
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o









this confusion. Maps should offer information regarding the immediate
surroundings and anything within a 10-15 minute walking radius.
Map Contrast: Maps featured on totems should contrast the signage colour
scheme. This will help to highlight places that are pedestrian-friendly and help
people quickly find places of interest.

Online System: The new system should incorporate a digital strategy to enhance user
experience. Several wayfinding sites across Norwich offer Bluetooth connection but
they do not work. Development of a website or mobile browsing system should offer
street information, travel routes and should promote key areas across Norwich. The
site would also benefit from including information about public transport options and
their locations. These wayfinding sites could serve as access points for this online site.
o The site should effectively promote and advertise local businesses, events and
activities to encourage people to explore the city.
Multi-modal system: The system should be altered and/or developed to provide clear
hand-offs to other systems such as bus stations, train stations, Park & Ride locations.
This would help to tie the wayfinding system into the wider travel system across
Norwich, creating free-flowing transition across the city.
Fingerposts: The fingerposts across Norwich are relatively consistent and uniformed.
However, many are damaged and dirty. Improved maintenance and cleaning would
help to improve the current system in place. Perhaps changes in sign colour could be
made to code different areas of the city. Gradual development of each “quarters”
identity can have significant impact over time.
Wi-Fi integration: Explore the potential for existing totems with power supply to form
part of the free public Wi-Fi network. These totems could act as potential access
points for users.

This report suggest the development of the following signage:
Gateway Totems
•

At key gateways, such as bus park/train station exits.

•

Content to include: District and place name; strategic and local
area directions.

•

Local area map, highlighting immediate and nearby areas
(including bus/travel routes)
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Main Street Pillars/Totems
•

Along major retail/business sites and key streets. At or near
significant places of interest in each quarter.

•

Content to include: District name, district map (‘heads up’ map
content, “You are Here” detail, walking times.

Interpretive Signage

•

•

At relevant historic and heritage buildings and/or key sites
currently lacking suitable signage.

•

At places of interest that lack confirmation on arrival.

•

Content to include: District name, description of area, supporting
graphics/images, location maps (‘heads up’ map content), “You
are Here” map, potential maps of other key areas nearby.

Integration: All above elements would benefit from potentially incorporating a digital
element, be it Wi-Fi connection or a complete digital, interactive screen. Inclusion of such
features would allow for easy, system-wide updates if locations change name. An interactive,
digital feature also creates the potential for advertising in the system helping to create
revenue and funding for maintenance.

Other system components
In addition to on-street signage, there are alternative methods suggested for implementation within
the project. The following components are possible considerations for the expansion of the wayfinding
system.
Digital
Mobile Apps and Website
•

A system for internet-enabled devices.

•

Multi-platform: iOS, Android, Windows devices.

•

Content may include: Map-based navigation; compass and
location-based services; Find & Search functions; “Nearby”
features/places of interest; journey planning functions.

•

Potential advertising: Information of partners and sponsors; local
events and projects.
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